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By email: 
FutureHomesStandardConsultation 
@communities.gov.uk 

Contact: 
Jonny Sadler 
Programme Director 
jonny.sadler@manchesterclimate.com  
 

 
7th February 2020 

Dear Sir, Madam 
 
RE: The Future Homes Standard Consultation – Manchester Climate Change 
Partnership and Manchester Climate Change Agency Response 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Government’s proposed Future 
Homes Standard1.  
 
Introduction and Context 
 
We welcome Government’s commitment to ensure the UK is a global leader for action 
on climate change.  
 
Manchester is similarly committed to addressing the global climate emergency – and 
realising the many opportunities for improved citizen health and wellbeing and success 
for socially responsible Manchester and UK businesses.  
 
On that basis Manchester has set carbon reduction targets in line with the Paris 
Agreement and the latest science:  

 To only emit 15 million tonnes CO2 between 2018-2100 (recognising we currently 
emit approximately 2 million tonnes per year); 

 To reduce our emissions by a minimum average of 13% every year (recognising 
our average for 2013-17 was approximately 7%), and  

 Becoming a zero carbon city by 2038, at the latest 
 
These commitments were formally adopted by Manchester City Council in November 
2018 and are currently under review to ensure they are up-to-date and in line with the 
latest science2. 
 
Our science-based targets provide the context for this response. 
  

 
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-
of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings 
2 http://www.manchesterclimate.com/targets 
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Our Response 
 
We have focused our response on the Government’s proposal to ‘remove the ability of 
local planning authorities to set higher energy efficiency standards than those in the 
Building Regulations.’ 
 
Headline response: 
 
We are not supportive of the proposal to ‘remove the ability of local planning 
authorities to set higher energy efficiency standards than those in the Building 
Regulations.’ 
 
Rationale: 
 
As we have seen in recent years, UK local authorities and their partners are 
increasingly facing up to scale of the climate emergency and responding with bold 
political, business and civic commitments and action. The importance of action at this 
level is recognised by the Paris Agreement as a critical factor in its success. 
 
Local authorities and their partners are well-placed to understand how national (and 
international) policy is best implemented on-the-ground. Indeed, it is this flexibility that 
has enabled local authorities to make decisive moves to reduce local carbon emissions 
in recent years. In the field of planning and development this includes pioneering 
initiatives such as the Merton Rule and, here in Manchester, the Guide to Development, 
which introduced standards that helped prepare the city’s development partners for the 
anticipated Zero Carbon Homes and Non-domestic Buildings Standards in 2016 and 
2019.  
 
As well as contributing to national policy objectives, such moves enable local authorities 
to capitalise on the strengths, partnerships, and opportunities that exist at a local level. 
Ingredients that are critical to building local ownership, stimulating market innovation, 
and ensuring that action can be delivered at the pace and scale the climate emergency 
demands.  
 
Any homes (and non-domestic buildings) not built and operated to zero carbon 
standards from today will require retrofitting in the very near future. We believe it makes 
most sense to avoid adding additional burden to the already significant UK retrofit 
challenge.  
 
We, therefore, do not agree with Government’s proposal to restrict the potential for 
accelerated action at a local level.  
 
Our proposal: 
 
As an alternative we believe that the following policy should be put in place: 
 

 The Government introduces a legally enforceable and rapidly escalating national 
minimum standard, which reaches zero carbon as quickly as possible. UK Green 
Building Council have proposals that we believe may be helpful in this area. 
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 The Government strongly encourage local authorities to work with their 
development partners to introduce local zero carbon standards as quickly as 
possible, in advance of the Government timescales, but following a consistent 
national definition and enforcement regime. Again, UK Green Building Council 
have proposals that we believe may be helpful in this area. 

 
 
The coming five years is the period that will define whether or not, as governments, 
businesses and citizens, we can steer ourselves onto a course of well below 2oC of 
global warming. Reaching that goal will require more ambition, innovation and bold 
leadership, not less. 
 
We believe that cities such as Manchester have already started to demonstrate their 
appetite for ambitious and accelerated action on climate change. With the right national 
policy framework and clear direction from Government we believe there is room – and 
need – for even more. We look forward to Government capitalising on this opportunity 
and ensuring that our building standards are one of the flagship policies we can proudly 
showcase at COP26 in November 2020.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Jonny Sadler 
Programme Director 
Manchester Climate Change Agency 
 
For and on behalf of the Manchester Climate Change Agency and Partnership 
 
 
Check out Manchester's plans to stay with our 15 million tonne carbon budget for 2018-
2100, reduce our emissions by 50% during 2020-25 and become a zero carbon city by 
2038!  
www.manchesterclimate.com/plan  
@McrClimate 
 


